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Let k be an algebraically closed field, n E IN. Call alg, the number of 
irreducible components of the k-scheme Alg, whose k-points are the 
multiplications & k” x k” + k” defining unitary, associative k-algebras on k”. 
In [3], we exhibited positive rational numbers r, s such that nrn < alg, < nsn’ 
for ail n. The aim of this paper is a description of algebras which are respon- 
sible for the behaviour of the function n I--+ alg, as n tends to infinity 
(asymptotic behaviour). In fact, these algebras are basic (English for “sobre” 
[2]), and their quivers are of particularly simple shape. To be precise, a 
minimal simple quiver K is essentially a bipartite quiver which we may 
describe as follows. Let p c { 1, 2,..., m 1’ be a relation. The edges of K are the 
numbers -m, -(m - 1) ,..., -2, -1, co, 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, m. Draw an arrow 
from i to co and from co to -i for each i = I,..., m. Draw an arrow from -i 
to j iff (i, j) E p. Our main result roughly is this (Theorem 5.2): 
THEOREM. The asymptotical behaviour of alg, is determined by counting 
the irreducible components of a subscheme of Alg, whose k-points are 
isomorphic to quotients k [ K]/Z of quiver-algebras [21, where (k[ !c I+ )” c Z c 
(k[K] i )‘, kf K] , the ideal generated by the arrows ofa miniFna~ simple quiver 
K. 
This result is in perfect coincidence with, and suitably generalizes the 
results of Flanigan [l] concerning so-called prematrix algebras. In 
particular, Flanigan’s “skeleton-algebra” in [l] is a very special item of our 
construction in Section 3. 
It should be mentioned that the problem of counting the irreducible 
components of Alg, for general 12 was first suggested by Gabriel in his paper 
[4] on geometric properties of finite representation type. 
By k-Alg we denote the category of unitary, associative, commutative k- 
algebras. The symbol B will be reserved for an object of k-Alg. 
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Throughout this paper, if a word X... (e.g., Alg,) denotes a scheme, then 
the same word x... (e.g., alg,) with the lowercase initial letter instead of the 
capital initial letter will denote the number of irreducible components of X... . 
1. COMBINATORICS 
Let (a,), (b,) with n E N ’ := N\{O} be non-decreasing, positive-valued 
sequences of real numbers. Write (a,) 6 (b,) iff lim SUP,,+~ (a,/b,) ( 03. 
DEFINITION. The combinatorial growth g(a,,) of (a,) is the minimal 
extended natural number 0 < i < co such that there is a positive rational 
number p satisfying (a,) G npni. 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf ??(a,,) = i, then V(cj, n uj) = i. 
DEFINITION. Call a linear polynomial L(n) = an + b positive iff a E N ’ 
and b E L, b > ---a (equivalently L(n) E N ’ if n E N ’ ). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let L(n) be a positive, linear polynomial. Then 
v%(n)) = g’(a,>. 
We omit the proofs of these trivial lemmas. Quivers are finite, directed 
graphs with possibly multiple arrows and loops. We denote them by small 
greek letters. When writing K = (E, F) for a quiver K, then E is the edge-set, 
and F is the arrow-set. We suppress the projection p: F--t E2: f b p(f) = 
(p-(f), p+(f)) if possible. To be clear, the direction off is from p-(f) to 
p+(f). Set I/K/I := #(E) + #(F), c, := #{isomorphism classes of quivers K 
satisfying ll~ll < n}, and I$, := # { isomorphism classes of connected quivers 
K satisfying 11~11 < n}. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. We have q(cO,) = GY(c,) = 1. 
Proof. Clearly, F(c,) < 1. By [3], F(c~) > 1, whence the proposition. 
Let Alg, be the k-scheme of unitary, associative k-algebra structures on k” 
[3]. Denote Alg Gn := Uign Alg,. The following corollary of 1.3 will con- 
stantly be used in the sequel. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let L(n) be a positive, linear polynomial. Then 
@(ak,) = Wak,,,,,). 
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2. PRESENTATIONS OF STRUCTURES 
Let K = (E, F) be a quiver, and fix B E k-Alg. A B-presentation under K of 
dimension n is an application rr: E LI F -+ <, < E Alg,(B) a B-valued algebra 
structure, satisfying 
(1) LE n(e) = l,, {n(e) 1 e E E a set of mutually orthogonal idem- 
potents, one coordinate of each n(e) at least being invertible in B}. 
(2) x(f) E n(e,) &r(e,), iff E F is an arrow from e, to e,. 
Write rr: K -+ r for this datum, and set dim(x) = n. We often identify 7~ with 
the B-algebra homomorphism B [n]: B[K] -+ r it induces. Here B[ K] denotes 
the quiver-algebra of K with coefficients in B. When we write ?r: I-+ K + (, we 
indicate the kernel Z = Ker(B[rr]). Let Algi be the evident subscheme of 
Alg, X /A”Uxll parametrizing the n-dimensional presentations under K, /A"i1a11 
being the numerical space of dimension n I[K[/. Call P: Alg; --* Alg, the 
canonical projection. The symbol P will also be used for further 
“projections” which we shall derive from P, as long as no confusion seems 
likely. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The morphism P: Algi -+ Alg, is smooth. 
Proof. Let B a commutative k-algebra and J c B an ideal with J2 = 0. 
Let % K + </Jr be a B/J-valued presentation with t/.Z< E Alg,(B/J). First lift 
the orthogonal idempotents ir(e), e E E, to orthogonal idempotents n(e) such 
that CeEE n(e) = 1. For any 5(J) E c/J<, f E F, take rc, lying above n(f). Set 
x(f) = x(er) 5rr(e,) if f goes from e, to e,. Clearly, this is a presentation 
7~: K + ( lying above is. Q.E.D. 
Setting Ak*,. := LIr.l~n~~GiGn A&, we conclude that the canonical 
projection P: Alg*,, + Alg,. is smooth and surjective. 
THEOREM 2.2. We have GY(alg&J = @(alg,). 
Proof: Call E the quiver consisting of the edges of K. We divide the proof 
into two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. We have alg: = alg;. 
In fact, the projection q: Algz -+ Algi is smooth, the fibres are vector 
spaces, such that q has the zero-section. Hence the tibre-dimension increases 
under specialization. Let x , ,..., x, E q-‘(p) be linearly independent, where 
rp: E -+ {E Algi(k). Since qS = q XAlgC x ... xAlg&q: (Alg:);A,gc) -+ Alg,E is 
smooth, the restriction to the linearly :ndependent” s-tuples is lmooth, and, 
consequently, for a neighborhood U of p, the dimension of q-‘(y), w E U, is 
at least s. So locally in Algj, the fibre-dimension of q is constant. Hence if 
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W c Al& is an irreducible component, q-'( IV) is an irreducible component 
of Alg;. Since q is smooth, every component of Algz dominates one of Alg,“. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. We have algf; < n Lfn) alg for a positive linearpolynomial L. ,, 
Proof: Let P: Algi + Alg, b_e the canonical projection. Let 
K: E + r E Algi(k) and fix a section < c < of < + r/Rad(<). The GL,-action of 
Alg, induces an action on Algi by the rule xg = g-’ o 7~: K -+ Tg, g E GL,. 
By the theorem of Wedderburn and Malcev, there is n E Rad(r) such that 
((1, - n>(OeeE k74e))(ll - n1-l = 4, and clearly conjugation with 1, - n is 
in the identity component G = Aut(<)’ of the automorphism group Aut(<) of 
r. So modulo G, the image of 7~: E+ r lies in the fixed section < of 
r + </Rad(r). There is an isomorphism cr M,,(k) x + Is x M,&k), IM,i(k) 
denoting the k-algebra of ni x ni matrices over k. By a suitably chosen 
conjugation with x E c” 5 GL,,(k) x . -. x GLJk), the system (n(e)),,, 
may be transformed into a partition of the set of idempotents of < 
corresponding to the diagonal primitive idempotents of 
b,,(k) x -9. X M,Jk). Again, conjugation with x sits within G. But these 
partitions are in number v < n L(n) for a positive linear polynomial L which is 
independent of <. Fix the v corresponding presentations rr, ,..., rc,,: E -+ tl. We 
have shown that P-‘(r) = U;=, ~7, each ~7 being irreducible. 
Now, take ,u open, disjoint subsets U, ,..., U, c Alg,” representing the 
irreducible components of Algl which project into a given component W of 
Alg,. Suppose r E n r= I P( Ui). Then P- l(c) 1’7 Ui are open in Pp ’ (<) and 
disjoint to each other. Hence P-‘(c) has at least ,u irreducible components. 
But P- ‘(0 has at most v components, o p < v < nL(“). Q.E.D. 
Denote by B[K]~ the sub-B-module of B[K] generated by the paths w of 
length I(w) = i> 0, and set B[K],, = @j,iB[~]j, Clearly, if rt E Algi(B), 
then ~(B[KI6i)=x(B[KI<i+*) implies n(B[rc]) = T@~[K]<~). Hence 
n(k[K]) = n(k[K],,-,) if YZ E Algi(k). Call Algz,* the open subscheme of 
A@, whose functor is 
AlgT,*(B)= {rrE Alg;(B)I IIKII <i and T(B[K]~~)=B~}. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. We have g(algz,*) = q(alg,). 
Proof. Note that the projection P: Alg:,* + Alg (n is (smooth and) 
surjective, by the preceding remark. Q.E.D. 
Let W be an irreducible component of Alg,. , Take a component V in 
Ak:t of presentations under a quiver K which projects into W, where K is 
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such that the number t of edges of K is maximal possible. Then there is a 
dense constructible subset Wrr of W such that t is the maximal number of 
mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents in <, if c E W,,(k). Such a 
component V of Algzz is said to induce primitive idempotents generically. 
Call Alg ‘& the open subscheme of Alg&,, ** defined by the following two con- 
ditions: 
(a) Take the union of the interiors of the Algz,*-components inducing 
primitive idempotents generically, 
(b) Restrict to presentations such that the image of each arrow has 
one invertible coordinate at least. 
This implies that the projection P: AlgP,‘,+ Alg,, is smooth and 
dominant, whence 
PROPOSITION 2.6. We have F(algP,‘,) = F(alg,). 
3. ELIMINATION OF NONBASIC COMPONENTS 
Given a quiver K = (E, F), numbers n, r E N such that 1 < r < n and 
/I K 11 < n, consider the closed subscheme 
R K.ll,T := ((7~: K -+ <, J) 17~ E Alg;, J c < a direct summand 
of rank r which is an r-nilpotent ideal of r 
(i, . i, . . . . . i, = 0, all i, ,..., i, E J) satisfying r(F) c J} 
of Alg; x Grass,,,. Let Sob: be the closed subscheme of Algz defined as the 
union of all the images of R,,,,, for r = 1, 2,..., n. Call a component of AlgP,‘, 
basic iff it is contained in some Sob:, i < n. Denote by Sob:,, the union of 
the interiors of the basic components of AlgP,‘,. We are going to show that 
for each component W & P(Sob2,) there is a component V c S&P,‘, of 
presentations under a quiver K = (E, F) and a function p: E + N with 
II 4 + 3 LE &I G n such that W may be constructed from the dates 
(V,p). This will imply 
THEOREM 3.1. We have F(sobP;,) = @‘(alg,). 
The construction runs as follows. 
(a) The quiver K(,). Let ,u: E + N be as above. Identify p with the 
quiver 
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When defining K~,,) := K U,,U, we have ll~~,,~)l < n. The canonical inclusion 
K 4 %) induces an inclusion of (nonunitary) B-algebras, B E k-Alg, 
B[Kl ~Bk,J* 
(b) The functor. For any set {w, ,..., wi} of i 2-by-2 different paths in 
Z [K] (i, consider the subfunctor 
X tw ,,..., ,,,,,(B)= 
I 
rr:~+rInEAlgP,‘,, dim(n)=& 
and 71 (h BWj)=t/ 
of Algy,(B). As usual, this functor is defined by an open subscheme 
X ,,, ,,..., wi, c Alp:,, and if K ans wr ,..., wi vary, we have an open covering of 
AlgP$, . Now, let rc: I--+ K + c be an i-dimensional B-presentation in 
AkP;,(W Let Zcpj c B[K~,~I be the ideal generated by Z and by the relations 
ejej = e, ejej = Ed, all j = l,..., p(e), all e E E. c*> 
Clearly, I,@) n B[K] = l,Z,,, 1, = Z, where 1, := CeEE e, so Z t-+ I(,,) is 
injective. On an open subscheme X,,,,,,,..,,,i, we have an injective functor 
Note that d(,~, dim(z)) := dim(z,,,) only depends on ,U and on dim(z). We 
chose the imprecise notation 7c(,, since a change of path-basis just shifts c,r) 
in its GLdim(n,,,)-orbit. 
(c) The construction of nonbasic components. Let Wc Alg,, be a 
component with W d? P(SobP;,). Then W is dominated by a component 
Z c Sob:,, of presentations under a quiver 1= (15, M). There is an open 
dense U c Z such that for 7~: A+ c, 71 E U(k), #{m E M 1 n(m) @ Rad(c)} is 
maximal possible. Call M’ the set of these m E M. Then if d, ,..., d, are the 
cardinalities of edges in the t connected components of 1’ = (L, M’), then 
rr E U(k) implies </Rad(r) r n:=, M,,(k). We may choose U such that 
dim,(Rad(<)/Rad*(<)) = constant if rr: A+ <E U(k). This implies that we are 
allowed to suppose ,I = K(@), as defined in (a), where d, ,..., d, = 
iu(eJ + I,..., ,u(e,) + 1 for E = (e, ,..., e,}. 
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Clearly, P(U) is even dominated by the closed subscheme U, of U 
consisting of the presentations x: K~,) * < where the relations (*) above are 
verified. Hence there are an irreducible subscheme V, of Sob:,, of presen- 
tations rr: K + t, dim(<) = i, and i paths w, ,..., wi in K such that (@, w, ,..., wi) 
w,w I,..., &vi, f-l w)GLd(u*i) dominates W. Suppose V with I’,, c V is an 
irreducible component of Alg”Q, . Then 01, wi ,..., w~)(X,~,,, . wir f7 I’) also 
dominates W. This implies that Vc Sob:,, since, otherwise, generically on 
W, </Rad(<) & ni=, M,i(k) for II: K~,) --) <E W(k). This terminates the 
construction of W by means of p and of V, as announced. 
In what follows, we shall construct Hilbert-schemes for noncommutative 
basic algebras. For a quiver rc, write B[K] + for the ideal in B[K] generated 
by the arrows of K. Let i > 2, and set 
Hilb;(B)= {ZI (B[K]+)* XII> (B[K]+)~+', Z a direct 
summand of (B[K]+)* of corank i in B[K], 
which is an ideal}. 
Note that we only get one-empty schemes Hilb; representing the functor 
Bt-+ Hilb;(B) on k-Alg if ll~ll <i. Set Hilb&= UiGn Hilb;. Then 
Theorem 3.1 implies 
PROPOSITION 3.2. We have %?(hilb&) = @(alg,). 
4. ELIMINATION OF MULTIPLE ARROWS AND LOOPS 
Let K = (E, F, p) be a connected quiver. Denote by ~~ = (E', Fb, pb) the 
barycentric subdivision of K defined by 
(i) Eb=ELIF, Fb=FX {kl), 
(ii) pb(f’)= V;p+df)), pbdf-)= (p-df),f), where f’ = U +I), 
f-=df,-1). 
Thus ~~ has neither loops nor multiple arrows. Denote by b: B[K] --t B[K’] 
the evident injection of (nonunitary) B-algebras with b(e) = e if e E E, 
b(f)=f+f- if fEF. Setting lK=&eEB[rcb], we have b:B[K]r 
~,B[K~] 1,. Write 1, := J&f E B[K~], such that lelKbl = 1, + 1, is an 
orthogonal idempotent decomposition. Set F’ = zEF f ‘, F- = cf,, f -. 
We have three isomorphisms of B-modules: 
s, : l,B[icb] 1, r ~,B[K~]+ 1,: x I-+ F+x, 
s2: ~,B[K~] 1 br l,B[rcb]+ l,:xbxF-, 
sj: ~,B[K~] 1 br ~,B[K~] l,:xt,F+x. 
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Set Ib :=Z~s;‘(I)~s;‘(Z)~s;‘s;‘(Z) and write I,,=I, Ib,=s;‘(I), 
I,, = s;‘(I), I,, = s; ‘s; ‘(I). Then Ib is an ideal in B[Kb], a direct summand 
of (B[K~]+)’ and 
rk,(l,BIKb] 1,/Z,,) = i, 
‘k,(lbBIKb] 1,/I,,) = i-#(E), 
rk,(l,BIKb] lb/J,&) = i-#(E), 
rk,(l,[Kb] lblzbb) = i - #(E), 
hence rk,(BIKb]/lb) = 4i - 3#(E). 
LEMMA 4.1. If i > 4, then Ib 3 (B[K~]+)~~-~#(~)+‘. 
ProoJ Let F’ c F such that K’ = (E, F’) induces a spanning tree for K. 
Hencei~IIKll~IIK’II=2#(E)-l.So4i-3#(E)+1~.2i+2if#(E)~3. 
If #(E) < 3, 4i - 3#(E) + 1 2 2i + 2 is true since i > 4. On the other hand, 
Ib 2 (B[K”]+)*‘+‘, whence the lemma. 
Write d(~, i) = 4i - 3#(E). If J E Hilb$,,,,(B) we write J = J,, @ J,, @ 
Jb. @ Jo,, where J,, = l,Jl,, JKb = $Jl,, JbK = l,Jl,, Jbb = l,Jl,. 
Consider the following subfunctor of Hilb&,,i, : 
6$,,,,(B) := {J E Hilb$,,i,(B) ] s, : Jb, + J,, , S2 : J,, -+ J,,, 
s3 : Jbb + JKb are surjective}. 
This means that for JE %&&B), s,, s2, sj are bijective, whence 
L(Bb”I/J) 1, h as rank i. As Jbb c (B[K~] +)*, J,, c (B[K~] +)4, hence J,, is 
the b-image of an ideal I E Hilb;(B), i.e., Hilb;(B) 3 ~~~,.i,(B). This 
isomorphism of functors identifies Hilb; with an open subscheme &lb&i, 
of Hilb&i,. Connected quivers without loops nor multiple arrows will be 
termed simple. Write Silb,, := u,s;lmp,e Hilb;, and observe that 
d(~, i) < 4i; thus: I ” 
THEOREM 4.2. We have Q(silb,“) = Q(alg,). 
5. REDUCTION TO MINIMAL SIMPLE QUIVERS 
In the last step, we shall get “under control” the cycles in simple quivers. 
Let K = (E, F, p) be a simple quiver. Let K, = (I?,, F,, p,) be the 
following quiver: 
(i) Set E,={m}LIE,, E,=Ex {kl}. Write e, :=(e,+l), 
e- :=(e,-I) for eEE. 
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(ii) The Ic,-arrows include: for f E F, take an arrow f* with 
(a,)+ = (I+)+ y (I,)- = (P-W- ; for each e E K take two 
arrows s,t, E; with P,(E:) = (e,, co). P,(E;) = (CJJ, e). 
So ~IK,I) = 11~11 + 3#(E) + 1, K, is simple, and each cycle in K, passes 
through co. A simple quiver of this form will be called a minimal simple 
quiver. An example: 
+I 




Let B E k-Alg. We define two injections of (nonunitary) B-algebras I+). 
[-I: B[K] 4 B[K,] by the following dates: 
(9 I+l@>=e+, [-l(e) = em if e E E, 
(ii) I+l(f> =f*~p_&~~~~ I-l(f) = E;+dp++d+ Kf E t;. 
Hence, if w is a path in K, then f(l+](w)) = I([--l(w))= 31(w). We set 
1’ = CeeEe+, 1 - = CpcEe-, 1 m = 00, E+ = CeEE E:, E- = CPEE E;, and 
denote by A the B[K,]-ideal generated by the paths E;E,: when e, # e,. 
Setting B(K,)=B[K,]/A, we have two isomorphisms B[K] r 1’ B(lc,,)l ‘, 
B[K] r l-Be- deduced from [+I, [-I. 
Consider the following nine B-linear isomorphisms: 
S,: I-B(K,)l- E$ I-B(K,)lm:Xt--+X&-, 
S2:1-B(K,)1"Z l-B(K,)l+:XH X&+, 
S,:l+B(K,)l+y l"B(Km)l+:Xtt&+X, 
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s4 : 1 “B(K,)l + 5 1 -B&,)1 + : x t-, E-x, 
s, : 1 +B(K,)l- ?$ 1 WB(K,) 1- : x I-+ E +x, 
S6 : 1 mB(K,)l - r 1 -B(K,)+l-:Xb&+X, 
s,: l+B(K,)l- r l+B(K,)l~:XWXE~, 
S8 : 1 +B(K,)l” r PB(K,)+l~:X~&+x, 
S, : 1 “OB(K,)l - ?$ l~B(fcoo)+l~:X~x&-. 
Now, let Z E Hilb,“, i Q n. Call I(+,+, (resp. I,-- -,) its image in 
1 +B(K,)~ + (resp. in l-Be-). Then we set Z(-,a)j=sl(Z(-S-j), 
Z (-,+) =s*K,m,)~ z(c@,+) =s3v(+,+,h Z(rn.-) =G’V-,-A I,+,-, = 
s;‘V(,, A 4+.m) =s7K+,-J 4m,m) =s&+,~,>. Clearly3 I,-,+) = 
S4(~(rn,,))~ Z(co,rn) = S9V(rn,-) ). These dates define the following ideal in 
B+L 1: 
1, :=~(+,+)O~,+.-)0~(+,00)O~(--.+)~~(-.-~ 
oz,-,a, oz,m,+, 0 ~(co.-)O ~,cn,rn)~ 
Since I(+.+,, I,-,_, c (B(K,)+)~, we have I, c (B(K~)+)‘. As we suppose 
Zz (B[K]+)~+‘, we conclude that I, 3 (B(K,)+)~~+~. On the other hand, we 
have 
rk,(l fB(~,)l+/Zt+,+J = i, 
rk,(l-B(rc,)l-/I,-,-,)=i, 
rk,(l ‘B&,)1 Oa/z(+ ,& = i - #(E), 
rk,(l-B(K,)~~/Z,-,,)) = i. 
rk,(l+B(~,)l-/I,+,-,)=i-#(E), 
rk,(l-B(~,)l+/z,-,+,)=i, 
rk,(l”OB(K,)l ‘/I(,.+,)= i, 
rk,(lmB(K,)l -/I,,,_,) = i - #(E), 
rk,(l”B(K,)l”/Z,,,,,) = i-#(E) + 1. 
Thus rks(B(fcco)/Zco) = 9i - 4#(E) + 1 =: D(K, i). 
LEMMA 5.1. The inverse image of I, in B [K~] contains 
(B[K,] +)D(rr.i)t ’ as soon as i > 2. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.1; we omit it. 
48 l/78/2-4 
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Consider the locally closed subscheme X;;T~,~, of Hilb;yKqi, whose functor 
is this: 
Xz;“,3i,(B) = {J E Hilb:TK,i, (B) 1 se; EL E J, all e, # e2, and 
s, to s,, induce surjections on the respective 
direct summands of J induced by the 
decomposition 1 KC1, = 1’ + 1 - + 1 O(’ }. 
This implies that the map I H I, we just defined is an isomorphism of 
functors: Hilb,“(B) r X~~U,,~,(B). Now for any i, and K, minimal simple, let 
Hilblm be the closed subscheme of Hilby- representing the functor 
z;w(B) = (JE Hilblm(B) 1 ~;e:~ E J for e, # ei}. Set Milb,, := 
Uk4uminimal,simple,i<n %br. Then the problem of the asymptotical growth of 
alg, has been reduced of the function n t, milb,,, in fact: 
THEOREM 5.2. We have F(milb (,,) = F(alg,). 
Proof. We showed F(milb,,) > %?(alg,,). A simple quiver-argument 
shows the converse; we omit this. Q.E.D. 
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